We are your partner
with the powerful flame-weeding technology
for a future without herbicides.

The thermal weed removal.
Environmentally friendly. Efficient. Safe.

Unique burner technology.
Made in Germany.
As the leading manufacturer in the field of flame-weeding technology in
Europe, we offer the most effective burner technology in this business.
Whether in gardening and landscape management, in agriculture and
horticulture, in municipal use or for the care of surfaces in the private or
commercial sector. With our extensive product range, professional weed
removal is practicable, economical and environmentally friendly.
With our unique and innovative burner technology, temperatures of almost
2.000 °C are reached. The efficiency is very high and the combustion is
completely residue-free.
Our weed burners are ideal not only for the implementation of the herbicide
ban in all ways and places. In agriculture, in horticulture and in special
crops, our weed-burners also does an excellent job – as well in pre- and
also in post-emergence process.
Take advantage of our many years of experience in flame-weeding
technology! Since 1973 we develop and produce innovative quality
products “Made in Germany” with high performance, low consumption
and long life.

Inform now!
More information about our device program with technical details
you can be found at www.abflammtechnik.de.
Or contact us directly.
You are always welcome to contact us at +49 (0) 98 26 / 2 26

The more efficient method.
Our weed burners produce an absolutely uniform heat distribution over
the entire working width. The generated flame temperature is approx.
1.925 °C. The plant parts are not burned, but by the abrupt and brief
heating to at least 70 °C, the cell walls burst. The cell structure of the
wild herbs is thereby destroyed and they die off. Due to the edge-sharp
heat delimitation of our high-performance burners, a very precise and
targeted work is possible.

Environmentally friendly
Through the use of the flame-weeding technique can be completely
dispensed with chemical agents.
Efficient
Our unique burner technology achieves the maximum possible flame
temperature of 1.925 °C with propane gas.
Comfortable
Our high-performance-burners produce an always controllable,
wind-proof and stable flame with a laterally sharp edge of heat.
Clean
Through an optimal gas-air mixture, we achieve a completely
residue-free combustion, with a high efficiency at low consumption
and long life.
Sturdy + maintenance
Because of our reasoned and purely mechanical gas-air mixture,
we can do without a failure- and repair-prone forced air supply.
Great product range
From portable weed burners to mobile weed burners up to attached
mountable weed burners. Our product range includes about 150
different device variants.
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